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58 On the new discovered Substance called Iode. 

Take a thin glass tube about 10 or 12 inches long, and 8-8ths 
of an ineh in the bore ; put into it about one draehm of the un- 
crystallizable residue befbre mentioned, previously fused for a 
few minutes, to free it as much as possible from water, and re° 
dueed to a coarse powder : add to it~ without soiling the inside 
of the tube'S, about half its weight of concentrated sulphurie 
acid: shake the whole together, and apply a gentle heat, by 
means of a taper or lamp. This being done, a dense white 
vapour will make its appearance, and a black glistening powder, 
whieh is lode, become sublimed in the colder part of the tube. 
Then cut to a convenient length, with a file, that part of the 
tube which contains the lode, and seal the extremities of it by 
means of the blow-pipe or spirit-lamp. 

The preparation of lode upon a larger scale is equally simple 
and easy. Let a long slender-necked tubulated retort be placed 
in a sand-bath ; surround the whole body of the retort up to the 
tubulure with sand~ and adapt, without luting~ to the beak of it, 
a wide-mouthed phial or receiver. This being done, introduce 
through the tubature, first, one part of sulphuric acid, and then 
two parts of the saline mas% before mentioned~ broken into small 
pieces of  the size of split pease, and distil tbr a i~w minutes 
with a gentle heat. The lode will become sublimed into the 
neck of the retort in a crystalline tbrm, exhibiting a black sifining 
crust. Cut offthe neck of the retort with a file, and collect the 
lode by means of a feather or camel's hair brush. 

If  the whole of the saline mass of kelp or barilla, fi'eed from 
carbonate of soda only, and which of course consists of muriate 
of" soda~ muriate of potash, sulphate of potash~ hydrosulphuret of 
potash~ &c. be treated with sulptmrie acid, the preparation of 
lode becomes more embarrassing and difficult. 

I have the honour to b% yours, 
Compton Street~ Soho. FR.EDR!CK ACCUbl, 

XIII . .Account  of the new Substance discovered by M. COURTOXS, 
and called IoI)~% 

new substance to which we may give the name of iode, 
possesses in a high degree the electric properties of oxygen~ and 
oxygenated muriatie aeid. When it is purified by means of 
potash and distillation~ it is infusible at the temperature of boil- 

* This may be done conveniently, by sncking the acid up with the mouth 
into a long small glass tube drawn out to a capillary point, applying the 
finger to the upper orifice of it, and thus transferring by means of it the 
acid into the larger tube. 

t Translated from the Paris Moniteur of Dec. 1~ 1813. 
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OIz lhe new discovered Substance called lode. 59 

ing water, and has nearly the same volztilitv as this ~uld. By 
no chemical agent  does it offer any trace of'mu~';.atic acid. The 
lode c(mibines with nearly all the metals ; but as it is solid, it 
does not appear to develop in its ,~:ombinatiov.s s:~ much heat as 
the oxygenated muriatie add ,  with which it l~s mueh analogy, 
in its general properties. To give an idea of ~ts relations with 
other bodie% we shall compare it with this acid, applying also 
the two hypotheses which have been forme~i respecting its nature, 
and adding, that  on combining witta hydrogei_, it forms a peculiar 
Very strong acid, which can be proeured in the gaseous stat% 
which is very soluble in water, and which has the same relation 
to lode that  muriatic acid has to oxygenated muriatie acid or 
chlorine. The  action of phosphorus on lode fur-dshes the means 
of obtaining the new acid in both its states, gaseous and liquid. 

If  we agitate lode and phosphoru,s together, both perfectly dry, 
we obtain a reddish-brown substance which emits no gas ; if we 
moisten this substanee, it immediately yields copious ihmes very 
acid, and at  the same time phosphorous acid is formed. We ean 
easily obtain the new acid in a gaseous state, by using the lode 
a little moistened i there is then enough of water to assis~ its 
formation, but no t  sufficient to condense it. If  we eombine the 
lode and phosphorus under water, only a very small quantity of 
subphosphuretted hydrogen gas is dise~lgaged', and the water be- 
comes very acid : if the new substance be in excess, the liquid is 
deeply tinctured of a reddish-brown ; on the contrary, it is eo- 
lourless if the phosphoru~ predominates, i t  generally remains 
in a mass of a red colour, insoluble in water, and in which 
we find some phosphorus and io([e. Nevertheless, their propor-  
tions may be such that  we can obtain no residumn, and the li- 
quid may be as limpid a~s water. If we submit this acid liquor 
to distillation, water comes over, and the new acid dues not pass 
into the receiver till the liquid in the retort is highly concen- 
t ra ted:  in the latter~ pure phosphorous acid remains, which 
soon yields an abundance of phosphuretted hydrogen gas. Thus, 
when phosphorus and lode are dry, a eombiuation analogous to 
that  of oxygenated muriatie aeid with phosphorus is fbrmed ; 
,nd  when they are moist~led, the same ph2enomenon is produced 
as with the liquor of phosphorus poured into the water, while 
the oxygen of the lat~er with the phosphorus forms phosphorous 
acid, its hydrogen combining with tb_e lode/~o form the new aeid. 

We now see the characters of this acid : in the gaseous state it 
is eolourless, smelling nearly like muriatie gas, smoking when in 
~ontaet with the air~ rapidly absorbable by water, giving with the 
oxymuriatie gas a fine purple vapour, and speedily changing over 
mercury: it lbrms with this metal a greenish yellow substance, 
/Bimilar to that  which we obtain directly witit mercury mid the 
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6.0 On the new discovered Sz~bstance called 1ode. 

vapour of lode, and it produces hydrogen gas equal in volume to 
the half of the acid gas. A few minutes agitation are sufficient to 
decompose it entirely. Iron and zinc produce a similar effect. 

This acid in the liquid state, obtained by dissolving the gas in 
water,  forms, as is said above, a very dense liquid not very vola- 
t i le:  it rapidly decomposes the carbonates, and dissolves iron 
and zinc with an extrication of hydrogen gas: but it does not 
a t tack mercury even when warm ; which proves that  it has a 
strong affinity'for water. It  forms with barytes a soluble salt, 
and it gives with corrosive sublimate a red precipitate soluble in 
all excess of acid. When we pour into it some drops of oxy- 
muriatic acid, the new substance is instantly regenerated : when 
heated with black oxide of manganese, the red mid brown oxides 
of lead, lode is disengaged, and the oxides are reduced into the 
state in which they are generally soluble in the acids. The red 
oxide of mercury makes the acid pass to lode, and we may con- 
clude that  all t]~e oxides which cause the muriatie acid to pass 
to that  of oxymuriatie will also pass a portion of the new acid 
to the state of lode. Finally, this acid dissolved in water, and 
subjected to the action of the Voltaic pile, appears at the positive 
pole in the state of lode. When once engaged in a combination, 
it is not easy to separate it. The  sulphurie acid, for example, 
when placed in contact with the combination of the new acid, 
and with potash, gives sulphurous acid, and the new substance is 
liberated: the nitric gives nitrous acid. If  we employ the phos- 
phoric and boric acids, dry or dissolved in water, they produce 
no decomposigion. 

I t  is now easy to conceive what happens when lode is placed 
in contact with other bodies. 

With hydrogen at a high or low temperature we obta;.n the 
new acid ; but it is not usually pure, because it has the property 
of dissolving a great quantity of lode, which resists the action of 
hydrogen. 

Sulphuretted hydrogen speedily takes the colour from lode, 
and makc~ it pass to the state el  acid, depositing abundance of 
sulphur:  it also produces the same effect when the new sub- 
stance is in combination with the alka!is~ tb~ming brown or 
coioufless solutions. I t  is to be remarked~ that  when we preci- 
pitate by the sulphuretted hydrogen gas a solution of lode in 
ether or alcohol, sulphur is not deposited in any sensible quantity. 

The  sulphur('us acid speedily converts lode ' into acid, passing 
itself to the state of sutphuric ac id* .  The  phosphorous acid mid 
the sulphuretted sulphites also give existence to ta new acid. 

* This assertion coutradicts a filct stated in the next paragraph. I)os~ 
nibly tt~e sulphurou~ aud ~,ulphuric acid should be transposed, l'mT. 
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On tke new discovered Substance cailcd Z)de, (;1 

Hence we may conclude, that in the sodas of sea-weed in which 
there is abundance of sulphuretted su!plfites, the new substance 
is in the state of acid ; it is not even manifested in the mother 
waters of these soda% except when the suiphuretted sulphites 
are destroyed. 

Iode is not altered by charcoal and sulphurous acid, because 
these substances cannot furnish it with hydrogen in order to pass 
to the state of acid. It does not decompose water at a low or a 
high temperature. It takes the colour from indigo, and is driven 
from its combinations by the mineral acids, and even by the 
acetous acid. It combines with most of the metals without any 
gas being extricated. When any of these combinations are made 
under water~ for example, that with zinc, nothing is extricated ; 
the liquor, at first strongly coloured, soon becomes as limpid as 
water : tim alkalies precipitate i~ona it a substance which has all 
the characters of oxide of zinc, but which nevertheless retains a 
little of the new acid. Water has also been decomposed, and 
oxide of zinc and the new acid are produced. This combination, 
like all those which contain the new acid, gives sulphurous acid 
when we treat it with sulphuric acid. Eighteen grammes of 
lode dissolve nem'ly three grammes and a half of zinc : hence 
we may conclude that  the relative weight of oxygen is as 1 to 20, 
or 15 to I00.  With the ox)mnriatic acid a compound is formed 
of an orange yellow colour, crystalline, volatile, deliquescent~ 
and appearing to exist in two different proportions. 

Iode form% it is said, a fuhninating powder with ammonia ; 
hut the theory of this pha~nomenon is very simple, when we con- 
sider that the iode has a great tendency to combine with hy- 
drogen. 

From the above description we cannot avoid comparing lode 
with chlorine, mid the new acid with the muriatie acid. It is 
also equally remarkable, that the hydrogen is constantly neces- 
sary to make the  lode pass to tl~e state of acid. It appears that 
this substance performs in nature the same functions with 
respect to one etass of bodies, that  oxygen perfbrms for another. 
All the above ph~enomena may" be accounted for by supposing that 
the lode is an element, and that it fom~s an acid on being com- 
bined with hydrogen ; or rather, that  this l~st acid is a com- 
pound of water with an unknown base, and that lode is this same 
base united with oxygen. The former hypothe3is appears more 
probable than the latter~ and it serves at the same time to give 
more probability to that  in wtfich we c,.msider the oxymuriatic 
acid as a simple body. On adoi~ti~g t~c Hew acid, the name 
~hich suits it best will be that of the' hyd.~ i(,dlc u~id. 

XIV. Ou 
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